Consequences of residual-entropy hierarchy violation for behavior of the specific heat capacity in frustrated magnetic systems: An exact theoretical analysis.
We investigate in detail the influence of the violation of the strict residual-entropy hierarchy among the neighboring ground states of different orders on the low-temperature behavior of the specific heat capacity in the magnetic frustrated systems in the framework of the exactly solvable antiferromagnetic spin-1/2 Ising model with the multisite interaction in the presence of the external magnetic field on the zigzag ladder. The exact expressions for the residual entropies of all ground states of the model are found, and it is shown that when the strength of the multisite interaction is strong enough then the model exhibits a quite interesting specific situation, namely, that there exist neighboring plateau ground states together with the single-point ground state that separates them, such that the magnetization properties of all of them are different but their entropy per site is the same and equal to zero. It is shown that this fact of the violation of the strict residual-entropy hierarchy between neighboring ground states of different orders leads to the reduction of the possible number of peaks that can appear in the low-temperature behavior of the specific heat capacity in the corresponding regions of the model parametric space. In addition, it is also shown that the absence of the strict residual-entropy hierarchy among neighboring ground states of different orders changes qualitatively the behavior of the specific heat capacity as a function of the external magnetic field, namely, that the typical field-induced sharp double-peak structure in the low-temperature behavior of the specific heat capacity, which is directly related to the very existence of the highly macroscopically degenerated single-point ground states, disappears already for relatively large values of the temperature.